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4, = moment of inIltiIl of ... weld
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1. Preface

This document results trom international co-operation
over the past decade. Resear~h was carried out in
various countries, an International Test Series produced
a range of valuable results, .and the problems of the
design rules were discussed ~t length as confirmed by
the list of documents in Appendix 2. .

The original plan and hope was to produce a detailed
internationally acceptedIIW standard for the calculation
of welded connections. However, the discussions over
many years in the commission and subcommission A have
shown that such an aim is not realistic: the adherence
to nationally accepted design rules is too strong.
This document gives the basic principles for the cal
culation of welded connections. Whenever practicable
it points out simplifications or refinements of the
general formulae, but leaves the actual choice to the
designer.

2. Range of application

These recommendations are intended for the calculation
of statically loaded welded connections in carbon and
lowalloy steels haVing a minimum tensile strength less
than 600 N/mm2 , a ratio of yield to ultimate strength
f! 0.8, and a minimum elongation E"O~ 12 %. The welds
are supposed to be made by arc welding (Le. coated
electrode, gas shielded and submerged arc welding).

,. Workmanship and technigues
.

For welds to be calculated.according to these rules
the following conditions should be fulfilled:

'.1 A design that takes into account the particular
characteristics of welded connections.

- 2 -
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3.2 Correct choice o~ base and·~il~er materials in

respect ;to. gf
the service and loading conditions of the connection

- the properties and thickness, of the material
- the welding process and welding conditions

3.3 Fabrication and erection in accordance with drawings
and specifications which indicate Where necessary
- type and dimension of the weld
- limiting conditions for welding

the welding process
- the welding sequence
- the type of filler materials
- extent and method of inspection
- acceptability of defects

special reqUirements to which the connection
shall conform.

3.4 A sound welded joint assured by adequate supervision
of
- preparation and assembly for welding
- welding procedure
- welders skilled for the task

4. Calculation of groove welds in butt Joints

4.1 Full penetration groove welds need not be analysed.

Where their use is permissible partial penetration
groove welds (Fig. 1) are to be analysed as fillet
welds.

5. Definitions ami general provisions concerning fillet welds

5.1 For calculation the thickness "a" of a fillet weld
equals the height of the largest inscribed triangle
(Fig. 2), prOVided there is an average root penetration
in accordance with curve "b" in Fig. 3.

- 3 -
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:In the. case of automatic spbmerged 81'Cweldtng the
ve1.d :tbiclq1ess may be incr"ased by 20 ~. to a maxi
mum of 2 mil according to curve "c" inlig. 3. In
order to be able to assume a higher increase in weld
thickness for automatic su~erged are welding. or
increased wel~ thioknesses tor other prooesses. the
extent and uniformity of ppnetration must be demon
strated by tests.
On the other hand, for welds with insufficient root
penetration, the' .thickness "a" has to be reduced
accordingly, provided the laok of penetration is
proveli to be less than 0.1·a and less than 1 mm.

5.2 The throat section of a fillet weld is the plane
through root and height (Fig. 4, see Fig. 2 for
"height").

5.3 The surface "A" of the throat section is the product
of weld thiclmess "an and weld length "1".

The weld length used in the strength calculations
is the theoretical length Without reduction for head
or end craters. ;;ff~ (}-- ,,'-{,I"'; -11'l-blt (",,,·/,,,,,-t3)

We1ds with lengths shorter than 8 times the weld
thickness "a" may not be utilized for the trans
mission 01' forces in the strength calculations.

. '
6. Calculation of fillet welds

6.1 §~~!~_2!!2~!!~!2~

In order to calculate the strength of a weld the
forces to be transmit1:ed by this weld and the line
of action of these forces must be determined by
analysis either e1astica1 or p1astica1. Sometimes
in addition the distribution of the forces along the
weld length has to be found, but genera11y the forces
can be considered to be uniformly distributed along
the throat section or subdivisions of it, prOVided
the internal equilibrium is satisfied and the welds
hav.e sufficient deformation capacity (see also
chapter 7).-~

- 4 -
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.:

l"'-ner4l lfta "4nll'=::..~----;;::...
If a weld or part of a weld, i~ loaded in an arbi'trary
direction, an~ assuming that ~he forces are uniformly
distributed over the length "l" of the weld, the
stress caused by them can be rosolved into components
with respect to the throat seotion (see Fig. 4):

(

• a normal stress (a~) perpendicular to the throat
section, a shear stress (~ )a,cting. .1n the throat
section parallel to the aXis of the weld
and a shear stress (orJ. ) acting in the throat section
transverse to the aXis of the weld. ~~

)
A normal stress a#' along the axis of ·:the
not be accounted for. 1) .- ,

weJ.d need F

cf, Ii:

Both normal and shear stresses are considered to be ~

uniformly distributed across the thickness of the
weld.

6.3 ~g~~!!~!~":!!~!:~!!!!~~_~!:~_!:~!E!!:!!!~!:_!!~!:!!!!!

For the stresses aJ.' or#, and orJ. or a combination there
of 1t milst be shown that they comply with the con
ditions

(6.1)

(6.2)

Provided the connection conforms to the requirements
listed in section 3, the permissible comparison stress
equals the pormissible tensile stress at in the base
material and

\I " ui~r / ,.-. ~

B = 0.7 for Fe E 240 (1"e 360) ""-£.-...-, '1·:',
B = 0.85 for Fe E 350. (Fe 510) Hs. ~'J'U..o.:r~v •.J. .!.U..<C

For other steel qualities B may be determined by means
of linear interpolation proportional to the guaranteed
yield strength of these steels.

Footnote referenoe, see Appendix 1 - 5 -



6.4 For the sake. of slmpllcltyo! the design rules any
approximation lying·oJ\·the silfs side of the
ellipsoid described by the' above formula may be
adopted. 2) For typical cases of loading of
fillet welds simple formulae can be derived, thus
eliminating the necessity to solve the above
expression (see Appendix 3).

7. Analysis of welded joints.

7.1 In order to calculate the strength of a welded joint
the load distribution among the individual welds
composing the joint has to be determined. There are
two approaches:

a) the load in the weld is asstimed to depend directly
on the stress in the ad.iacent par~nt material; ~
,.....;;ok ~ ~ ....~~.

~, b) the joint is considered to const~tute a separate
unit in the structure and the loading of the indi

. vidual welds is derived from the load of the
entire joint.

The actual load distribution will fall between these
two approaches. The approach which the designer
chooses will depend on the type of structure, the
type of joint, and the type of analysis, elastic
or plas~ic. (PkMi s:~ ~J .,."-

7.2 £!!2g!!!!2~_E!!2~_2~_~h!_§!r!§!_!~_~~2_E!r2~!_~!!!r~~!

7.2.1 This approach is universal and is the way to design
welds in complicated structural parts (see 7.3.1) •.

The stresses in the pa~ent material may be determined
by either elastio or plastic analysis.

7.2.2 When using plastic analysis a stress distribution 1s
assumed which satisfies equilibrium conditions and
where no stress exceeds the yield stress of the
parent material. I

- 6 -



In applying plastic analysis the welds must have
sufficient deformation 'capacity. In general this is
the case if the weld is desigped for a stress equal
to at least 0.7 of the yield stress of the parent
material. 3)

Welds in plastic hinges should be able to transmit
at least the full yield force of the connected parts.

7.• 2.3 A calculation based on the-'·stresses in the parent
material offers a very simple way to determine the
required weld thickness "a" and this can be applied
widely:

(

(7.1)

allowable stress in the
formula (6.1) and (6.2)-

where
~ = stress in parent material

t = thickness of parent material

weld according g,;,(.( ~ ~1..

v.Ak ~IN, Net- Yl. "-"
.-?~ tJ.t) ~ ~\A i.t:i.AA'-<...

g~!Q~!~~!2~_E~~!~_2~_~h!_!2~~_2!_~h!_!~~!r!_J2!~~

In cases where the local stress distribution in the
parent material adjacent to the welds is unknown or
can be determined only by a laborious analysis, the
welds may be designed by a plastic analysis of the
complete joint. This is achieved by

1) resolving the loading of the joint into forces
or groups of forces related to the pattern of
welds in the joint,

2) assigning to the individual welds those forces
which they are best suited to take according to
their orientation,

3) assuming yia1ding in the single welds over their
entire length.

- 7 -
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This procedure is well illustrated by the examples
given in paragraphs 7.3~~ to 7.3.5. Often there are
several possibilities to resolve a given loading;
all of them ar~ valid if they fulfill equilibrium
conditions and stresses nowhere exceed the yield
stress.

Care has to be taken that the stiffness of the
connected parts and the deformation capacity of the
welds is in aereement with the assumptions made.
Otherwise a reduced effective length must be used
that has to be determined .from rupture tests on the
different types of connections.

7.3.2 The lap-joint loaded by a normal force

1) Side fillet welds only, see Fig. 5a

The total load taken by the connection is given by

When using long welds care has to be taken to
assure sufficient deformation capacity by limiting
the length to thickness ratio of the welds. 4)

2) Side and end fillet weldS, see Fig. 5b

The total load taken by theconneotion is given by

p = E(a.l. Ow> ~ dJ~~e1oT (7.3), .. .
,~ c· ',~ a..-. -'>vwo./,I.t. .... v+- ~A.

with different values of Ow for side and end welds.
The oonneotion can also be designed by the simpli-
fied formula 5) .~ .........~~~ ~

p = 0.82:a.l.oc? c{~.,/.~(7.4)~('

If different thioknesses of side and end fillet
welds are feasible, the end welds should be made
thioker because they have less deformation capacity
than side welds, and deformation oapaoity increases
with thickness.

- 6 -
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3) Small eccentricities res~lting from the section
of the joined parts (Fig, 5c) may be neglected
for the strength calculalion of the welds. This
does not mean that they can also be neglected
for the members themselv~s.

(

7.3.3 The lap-joint loaded by a shear force and/or a moment
If only the welds 2 x 11 and 12 (see Fig. 6) are
present, the most "natural" assumption tor the load
distribution among the welds is:

(7.6)

(7.5)y/ =
the moment M = P •
alII giving

the shear force P is taken by weld a2 12 giving N,-~ 4~·

,<.U'~" t-.......
~~

L is taken by the couple of welds

If also a weld 13 is present the shear force could
be assi~ned equally to welds 12 and 13 , and the mo
ment (now M = P • (L - 11/2) ) to the we1ds 11'
However, if this assumption leads to large differences
in weld thicknesses, an alternative assumption is
to assign part of the moment to the couple of welds
12 and 13 , On the other hand it would not be good
practice to assign t~e shear force to the longitudinal
welds 11 since this assumption contradicts the shear
distribution in the member.

7.3.4 The beam-column connection

The most common and reasonable way to design welds
in a beam-column connection is to allocate the moment
as a couple of forces to the welds at the flanges
and the shear force to the web welds (see Fig. 7).
However, this approach is possible only if the column
is provided with stiffeners to feed the loads from
the flanges into the column-web. \1here there are no
stiffeners (which may often be the more economic
solution) the design has to be based on a reduced



~..

ef~ective length of the veld:

(7.7)

(see Fig. 8 for t l ' t 2).
following values: 6)

The factor c l takes the

(~ ~...J"" t1 .t~{l.L'-<NC(
~. .J~ICf.(n ~ ~~ LfI~L:

Cl

7 5 Tensile flange Fe

10 7 compressive flange 360

5 4 tensile flange Fe

7 6 compressive flange 510

I box-
section section

Fig. Fig.
8a 8b

The welds must be designed for a normal stresp. equal
to at least 0.7 the yield stress of the adjacent
parent material and the calculated weld thickness "a"
must be applied over the full width "b".

7.3.5 Connections loaded in torsion

This is a lsss common form of loading where the axis
of the moment is perpendicular to the plane of the
connection (Fig. 9). It is advisable to design the
welds for the appropriate type of torsional loading:

a) st. Venant torsion of open sections .~--"''''.y- "" ..l--''''''i
~ h.".".A.A....l ~- fr-;...JA.-~\

b) warping torsion >..u l<u lr 1--<'_~.4<-'-;;("' t',., 1-• .(.(

c) torsion of closed sections. .«~..v-..,An.-~-. .

Whilst cases a) and c) present no problem, since
welds are loaded by '"# only, the amount of warping
torsion is often difficult to estimate because it de
pends on the restraints posed by the rest of the struc
ture; in plastic design it can be neglected unless

- 10 -



essential for equilibrium (flange bending).
Dosiening the welds for 0.7 the yield stress
of the adjacent parent material 3) ,.,ill be the
best solution in such cases.

(

8. E!n;ures
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9. Apuendix 1

Footnotes
.

1) The reasons for this approach, which inc1udes residua1
stresses, are given in referenpe [3.5J.
See a1so the other references of topic 3 in Appendix 2.

2) The formul.a for the comparison stress was the most contro.,.
versial question during the discussions of the design
ruJ.es by commission XV. Starting from the tests of Van
der Eb (2.1] and his empirica1 formula

de =VdJ.'1. -+ "'.\ll"C"L'" -t!C"r..) ~y different types of
specimens were tested to find the best approach. Tests
show that the strength of fi11et welds under combined
stresses is roughly represented by an e11ipsoid in~e

. (J,L, 't"/', 't".l.. - - space. However, the shape Df thee1"J.ipsoid
and'certain distortions of it depend on many variabies,
the most important ones being the orientation of the notch
to the direction of loadi~,the type of e1ectrCide, thE! .
ratio of strength of electrode to base material, the ratio
of we1d thiclmess to plate thiclmess,andwhethet'the
10ading is in tension or in compression. Basically the
difficulty is that one tries to explain complex l'Upture .
tests by a formul.a which is a mOdlfledyield crite~1on•
Thus the scatter of t.est results is quite high and any
formula resembling an ellipsoid can be reasonablY fitted
to the test results (A good survey of all these possibili-
ties is given in reference [2.6] ). .

SUboommission XV-A has chosen the form de =~yd,l +3("c/+ v;;
since it is re"latively simple, fits the test results on the
safe side and uses the familiar factor 3 with the shear
stresses.
The Italian Delegation favors the formula "'c. - t!i Vtr}· of 2'C/' + 3~~
wi:th B· 0.8 for Fe 360 and B. 1.0 for Fe 510, whioh gives
more conservat1oe results for f1llet welds loaded b7
a~ and ,.....

- 14 -
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~) 'lh1,s,ra'tio assuz:oes 'tha1: 1:he ad~acent paren't material y1e1ds
before X'lipture of 1:he welds. Thus a sudden breakdown caused
by failure of ~he welds is avo~ded .and redis1:ribution by (
plas1:ic deforma1:ion is possibl~.

4) Formula (7.2) neglects the stress peaks at the ends of
the welds in 'the .elastic stres~ distribution, but all
X'Upture tes1:s have shown that 1t 1s on the safe side,
since the stress peaks are equalized in the loading
process by plastic deformation. For 1:hin long welds the
deformation· capaoity at the ends may be exhausted before
the middle part of the weld has reached full yield stress.
thus causing the connection to fail by a kind of zipper
effect. The different n~tional standards have therefore
presoribed a minimum ratio of weld thickness to plate
tbic~ess and put limits to the length of the side welds,
e.g. max 1 =100.a.

5) The :tactor 0.8 in formula (7.4) was found from the rup_·
ture tests of the Inten;ational Test Series [4.4] asa . (
safe design value in all cases. The actual stress distri
bution in a lap-~oint with side and front. fillet welds
andtherediS1:ribution of stresses under inoreased loading
is so complicated and depends on .so many variables (see
references (4.6, 6.2, G.?, 6.7J ) that in normal design
work ~t is. not reasonable to use·amore exac1: approaoh
tor a marginal gain in strength or saving in weld thiok-
ness.

6) The quoted values of the factor c1 were determined from
an extensive test series oonduoted by S1:evin·Laboratory
which included the measurement of the elastic stress
distribution [6.6] .

- 15 -
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Topic 3: cfl!

The lnf'luence of a C9mpr~ssive Longittidinal Stress
( fSq) on the Strength of FiUet Welds - Interim
Report Doc. XV-A-8-69 (Stevin Lab. Rep. 6-69-4)

The Influence of a Longiotudinal Stress (6;) on
the Strength of Fillet Welds by J.W. van't
hullenaar and J. Strating ll~ Doc. XV-274-69
(Doc. XV-A-2-69 Stevin ~b. Rep. 6~69-3)

The lnfluence of a compressive Longitudinal Stress
( 5'/1) on the Strength of Fillet Welds by L.A.G.
Wagenmans IIW Doc. XV-275-69 (Doc. XV-A-16-69,
Stevin Lab. Rep. ·No. 6-69-9~HL 14)

Zur Systemumlagerung querbe1asteter, geschweisster
Biegetriger von F.W. Bornschell.er und G. Werner
Doc. XV-A-9-70, Doc. XV-A':'12-71 (reprint)
(Paper for IV. SChweisstechn. Hochschulkolloquium,
Essen, April 19~O)

The Inhuence of a Longitudinal Stress on the .•
Strength of Fillet Welds - Final Report by
J .Strilting, A.A. van Douwen, J.W. Van.'t Hullenaar
and L.A.G. Wagenmans IIW Doc. XV-315-71 (Doc.
XV-A-5-71, Stevin Lab. Rep. No. 6-71-7)

Statisehe und dynamlsche Untersuchungen zur Feststellu
des Einflusses derU1ngsspann~enGII auf daa Tragver
halten geschweisster Biegetr§.ger
by F.w. Bornscheuer and G. Werner
IIW Doc. XV-A-3-74 (Reprint from Schweissen und
Sehneiden 26(1974), p.37/40

Topic 4: International Test Serie.s and Similar tests

[4.1] Contribution to the International Test Series
bYJ..Gall1k IJ.W Doo. XV-233-67

[4.2] lnternational Test Series - Final Report, Maroh 68,
revised edition of Doc. XV-225-67 Doo. XV-a-4-68
IBBC: BI-68-25

[4.3] Tests on welded connections with long or thiok
. fillet ·welds by F.W. Bornsoheuer and D. Feder
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[4.5]

Topic 5:

[5.1]

[5.3]

[5.aJ

Internatiopal Test Ser.1es r Fin~Repol"'l:by

F.K. Ligte~erg ILWDoX.XV";242;,,68· (IIw·POc.
XV-225-67)<

Resultats d'Essais sur des Assemblages avec des
Soudures d'Angle by V. Popescu and C. Dalban
IIW Doe. XV-258-GB (Doe. XV-A-5-68)

Some Experimental Studies on Fillet Weld Lap
Joints by A. Okukawa, K. Horikawa and· T~' Okumura
Doe. XV-A-16-70

Strength of welds

Deformation and strength of End Fillet Welds by
Takep' Naka and Ben Kato IIW Doc. XV-A-9-65

Einfluss der Nahtdiekeauf die statische Festigkeit
von Flankenkehlrnihtenby D.Feder,
Schweissen und Schneidenl9(1967), p.299/305
distributed for information in Se. XV-A, no number

Utilization of the Penetration for Fillet Welds
by Swedish Institute for Product.1on Engineering
Research Irw Doc. XV-2GB-69 (Doo .. XV-A:"-20-69)

to, .
Preliminary Report on' 'the Strength of Fillet
Welds made by AutOmaUo or Semi-automatic Welding
Processes by J. Strating Doc. XV-A-20;"10

The Strength of Fillet. Welds made by Automatic and
. . . .

Semi-Automatic Welding Processes by J~ Strating
IIW Doe. XV-316-71 (DOe. XV-A-6-71 Stevin Lab.
Rep. No. 6-71-6-HL 13)

Static Strength of Welded Connections with Side
Fillet We.lds - Design Of a New Type of Specimen';
and Comparative Investigations by G. Werner
Doc. XV-A..l1-71·

A new Type' of Specimen for Testing Side Fillet Welds
by G. Werner IlW Doe. XV-327-72

Le Caloul des Cordons d'Angles lsoc~les Sollicites
Statiquement par le Crit~re de C.1saillement Maximum
- 41~me partie:V~riflcat1on exp~rlmentale dans le
cas d' assemblages en aeier tremp6 revenu par
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Topic 6: Certain types o£ connectifns

[6.1] Welding Seams in BealQl-Column Connections without
the Use of Stiffening Plates by L.W.A. v. d. Elzen
!IW Doc. XV-2l~-66 (Stevin Lab. Rep. No. 6-66-2)

[6.S]

Stresses in Fillet-welded Lap-joints by D. Feder
lIW Doc. XV-A-S-67

Effective weld length of Beam to Co~umn Connections
with and without stiffeners by P.J. de Geeter
IIW Doc. XV-244-68 (Stevin Lab. Rep. No. 6-68-1)
(IIW Doc. XV-A-3-68)

Effective Weld Length of Beam to Column Connections
without Stiffeners - Interim Report Supple Report
to IIW Doc. XV-2l3-66 and IIW Doc. XV-244-68
Doc. XV-A-9-69 Stevin Lab. Rep .. No. 6-69-5

The Strength of Fillet Welded Joints by B. Kato
and K. Morita llW Doc. XV-267-69 (Doe. XV-3-69

The effective Weld Length of Beam to" Column Con
nections without Stiffening Plates - Final Report
byA. Rolloos llW Doc. XV-276--69 (Doc.XV-A-17-69
Stevin Lab. Rep. No. 6-69-7-HL 12).

Elastic and Plastic Stress Distribution on Base
Plates in the Neighbourhood (lfFl1letWelds in
Lap Joints by K. Horikawaand'T. Okumura
llW Doc. XV-290-70 (Trans. Jap. Weld. $oc.Vol. 1
No. I, 1970) Doc. XV-A-6-70

Defonnation and Stress due to Welding of Typical
Welded Joints in a Steel Building by F. Matsushita,
H. Nakayama, M. Matsumoto and M. lnagaki
lIW Doc. XV-292-70 (Doc. XV-A-14-70)

The Maximum Strength of Beam to Column Connections
without Stiffening Plates by B. Kato, K. Morita,
K. Hashimoto lIW Doc. XV-3ll-7l



: Topic 7: Influence of material

[7.1] Influence of the Steel q'¥llity on the Strength of
Steel Constructions IIW ~c. XV-278-69 (D.oc.
XV-A-19-69 Stevin Lab. Rep. No. 6-69-1)
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Influence of the Steel quality on the Strength of
Steel Constructions Doc. XV-A-17-70(Stevin Lab.
Rep. 6-70-15)
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11. Appendix 3

E x amp 1 e s
====c==========

Note: For all cases load factor design is assumed to
eliminate the question of safety factors.
Thus ac " ae .. 240 N/mm2 for Fe 36Q,.'1. ::Ii"

.. 360~ II for Fe 510J
Slide rule accuracy is used throughout.

Example i: Weld between flange and web
of an I-section

load:ing of welds: shear flow S .. :3000 N/mm

- stresses in welds: YI only

from formula (6.1) o.?H .. ac O.85~ = ac

-- allowable YI .. 198 N/mm
2 1'1 .. 245

~",.~ . for Fe 360 for Fe 510
ow-W ~~~ II Th.e above values can be taken directly

. . lAo 0M-1.<J. ,as the allowable stresses for
~ 0;."'-- - (J. finet welds loaded by shear flow only

required weld thickness in this example for Fe 360

a .. S/2"'11 .. 3000/2'198 - 8 mm

a ..

Comparing the
and the welds
web thickness

permissible shear stresses in
one gets the following direct
and weld thickness:

'r
a .. 0.35.t. actual

'rallowable

the parent material
relation between

0,4. t. 'ractual'
Tall.

for Fe 360 for Fe 510

Since in most cases the web will be designed for the full
allowable stress, a safe formula in all cases will be

a • 0.4.t

- 22 -
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p = 0.83 0c

p = 300

for Fe 360 for Fe 510
The above values can be taken directly
as the allowable stresses for fillet welds
loaded in the manner indicated (compression
or tension)

Example 2: Weld between web or stiffener
and baseplate

.../.....L.(~~
loadin{; of welds: linear pressure q = 4000 N/mm
-...,..-- stresses in welds: o~ = .~ = pA[2'
Jiu f>. If 0Lt- with P = q/2 af()
from formula (6.1) ~ (~t

,! 2 ·····2 V~ t ... rr;...JW,......,..~
0.7 V p /~ .. ~.~.p /2~.oc J .

0.7.'\f2'·p = 0c 0.85·lf2'·p

'.~

ffl'~.:1:
1>.

t=- o"!f a::L 1.10 3(~"'f. 4,'1.».
t!M.I' WI> 1:'It

I

. 0./ pf02 .
required weld thickness in this example for Fe 360

a = q/2 P = 4000/2' 240 Ad 8.5 mm

Comparing the permissible stresses in the parent material
in the welda for this loading.ca~eone gets the following
relation between web thickness and weld thickness:

a =O.5·t a - O.G.t
for Fe 360 for Fe 510

and.

~=====~ ?.o.o x 'ilc r< ?.o . ,.f/.n;"

T;::: 3~"/(}(. .... ~.4

~ ti 1=;70- 31't- t ._-

I

(a) ~!~~!!£_~U~!l~!~

stresses in parent material of girder

aSSumed: steel Fe 510 S = 200 kN
M = 130 mkN

Example 3: Beam-column connection
with stiffeners= .

•••



= 5.6 mm

or

(334·10)/(2'300)

{~----·----~~~see example 2

aflange • 0.6.t = 6 mm

To calculate aweb formula (6.1) Aas to be used again,
because of the p!'esence of 'tJ.'. oJ. ~ ~/'

With " 6.e;
'tJ. - oJ. • _;:;;;.~

V2 2a
and

O.65'~·; V202 + 3't
2 • ~

O.65.~·i Y2.2362 + 3'1612 ' • 360

(b) ~!!!~!£_~~!!l!!!

stresses in parent material of girder ~/mm2]

I
aflange • (360·10)/(2'300) • 6.0 mm

~eb = (181·6.5)/(2.245) = 2.4 mm

~see example 1

check for deformation capacity:

a = 0.7.3~?;~ = 4.2 <6.0 mmflange

7 360·6.5 2 2aweb • O. ·~.m . .7> .4 mm

- 24 -



Example 4: Beam-col~ oonnect~on
without stiffeners ...

.':'.

c

_ L.

w
x

assumed values:
steel Fe 360
M = 172 mkN
S=500kN

From formula (7.7) and the relevant table we get

,
•

For
are

.---. 6".. oi'l3
~6", A'i"I

It (a) ~!~~~!£_~~!!l~!!
stresses in the parent

-iY-H. ~'!.S ."

]" A1'\. 'I-

•
minimum a for which flange-welds have to be calculated

min a = 0.7·Oe = 0.7.240 a 168 <:173

aflange = 173·14.6 = 5.3 mm
2.240

'L- see example 2

a web = 0.7~1/2'1+62 + 3'1262 ' • 4.1 mm

(analogous to example 3 (a) ) - 25 _



(b) f!!!~!£_!!!!!~!!!!

stresses in the parent ma~erial N/mm2

I
a ..flange

min a for aflange = 168 < 215

215' 14.6 = 6.5 mm
2. 240

check for deformation
capacity:
. 240 • 14.6

an .= 0.7 2.240 = 5.1

126 ~ 9.4
2 • 198 .. ~.o mm

L see example 1

240' ~4aweb = 0.7 2. 2

/
l.iJO

T ()
t". 0\'2~

~ ~
:~

~

-,I
.. -1io..-

~

equal

5: Connection of an angle
to a gusset plate

steel Fe 510

Example

1st assumption: all welds
thickness

according formula (7.~)

P .. (a. 400 • 245 + a· ~OO • 200 )
.. a· 158000

a .. 600/158 .. ~.8 mm (with a~)

P ..
..

a ..

( a • 400 • 245 + a' ~OO • 100 )
a' 128000

600/128 = 4.7 mm (without a~)

To take the moment caused by the eccentricity of the centroidal
line of the angle we assume a couple of forces in the side welds:

PM .. 600 • 21.8/ 100 .. 1~1 kN
a

..

..
a • 200 • 245
131/49 .. 2.7 mm

i.e. the weld at the free leg of the angle has to be increased
to ~.8 + 2.7 .. 6.5 mm thickness

(4.7.+ 2.7 .. 7.4)

whilst the other side weld could be reduced in thickness to the
minimum possible value of a .. ~ or ~.5 rom.

- 26 -
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12. List of symbols {

a

1

A

t

, 01/

oJ.

• Til
TJ.

°c

°e

°t

0p

Ow

£10

I
• F-

thickness of fillet weld (see Fig. 2)

length of fillet weld (see paragraph ,5.3)

surface .of throat section of fillet weld (see par. 5.3)

.plate thickness

stresses in fillet weld (see par. 6.2 and Fig. 4)

comparison stress (see formulae (6.1) and(6.2) )

yi.old stress of parent material (" e" for 1imit of elasticity)

aL.owable tensile stress in parent material

stress in parent material

allowable stress in fillet weld for a certain kind of loading

elongation measured over a length equal I{1ii' times the
cross~sectional area of the standard tensile test piece

(
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